IoT Connectivity Solutions at Any Scale

Don’t Just Connect,
Get Telit Connectivity
Not all connectivity solutions are created
equal. Telit offers a rich collection of IoT
connectivity management tools and resources
to quickly and efficiently get your IoT
deployment to market. Once you’re there,
we’ll keep you ahead of the pack.
No matter the size, scale or stage of your
deployment, Telit offloads the complexity and
cost of certifying, deploying and managing a
sustainable connectivity ecosystem. We help
enterprises focus on actualizing their IoT
solutions by delivering scalable IoT
connectivity, global visibility and granular
control down to the individual SIM.

Get reliable service and coverage from a proven IoT leader

2G, 3G, 4G and
Low-Cat LTS
(Cat NB1):
Custom plans for
data, SMS and voice
on Tier 1 networks
around the world.

Simple Terms:
One agreement.
Predictable pricing.
No hidden charges.

24/7 Monitoring
and Support:
Dedicated IoT
experts and
account team.

Secure:
Multilayer security
and VPN
connections.

IoT SIM
Management:
Comprehensive
connectivity
management tools.

Accelerate Time-to-Revenue
Painless Device Certification
Our streamlined certification process
simplifies expanding your solution’s
reach across multiple networks,
carriers and countries.
Next-Gen Connectivity Software
Model complex business rules,
trend analytics and corrective
triggers with ease while benefiting
from the latest network-agnostic
technologies.

Rate Plan Automation
Telit OPTIMUS uses AI to optimize
your rates, so you only pay for what
you use in the most cost-efficient way.
No surprises, hidden fees or overages.
Rapid Device Onboarding
Get ahead of the pack with lifecycle
management tools, interactive
dashboards and an extensive carrier
API accelerator library.

Global 24/7 Support
Tread boldly with 24/7 support
and a global team of dedicated
implementation and support
experts at your back.

Telit Connectivity – Monitor, Manage & Monetize
Telit harnesses the power of AI to help you drive down costs and squeeze
maximum productivity from your IoT investments.
Telit’s connectivity solutions offer OPEX reduction, regardless of how many IoT edge devices you’ve
deployed or their data needs. You can configure individual data plan profiles based on your unique
business requirements. High-volume SIM deployments might only need periodic data pings, while
data-intensive use cases may require high-throughput, low-latency connectivity.

Telit OPTIMUS analyzes your data usage and assigns each SIM to the most cost-effective data plan
Automate data plan assignments every month to ensure each product line has its share of bandwidth
Removes operational overhead on data plan management and keeps you focused on your core business
Avoid bill shock and data plan overpayments

Request a Trial
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